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CFEH is an initiative of Guide Dogs NSW/ACT and UNSW and aims to reduce
preventable blindness by identifying eye disease before irreversible vision loss
occurs. CFEH removes financial barriers to accessing advanced ocular imaging
by providing all services either free of charge or bulk billed through Medicare.
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Location

Location

CFEH satellite clinic operates at The Sutherland Hospital (TSH), co-located
within the Eye Clinic, near the main reception. The hospital is located in
Caringbah in Sydney’s Sutherland Shire district and operates to serve those in
this location. There is parking available at the hospital, please use car park 5.
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You have been referred by your healthcare practitioner for further specialised
testing either to investigate an irregularity in your eye(s), or to better monitor
your eye health if you have certain risk factors.
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You will be contacted by CFEH to schedule your appointment, if you do not
hear within five working days, please contact the Centre. Appointment times
will depend on the services you have been referred for, typically appointments
last 30 minutes to 2 hours.
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The results are sent to your referring practitioner and you will be referred back
to them for the results.
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What to Bring

What to Bring

- Medicare card
- Sunglasses (your eyes may be dilated during the appointment and you will
experience temporary light sensitivity)
- If you wear spectacles, please bring them to the appointment
- If you wear contact lenses, please wear spectacles to the appointment and
bring your contact lenses with you
- Knowledge of your medical history including any history of family illness
- Current or previous medication and any details of past surgeries
- We recommend that you do not drive directly after your appointment
enquiries@cfeh.com.au

www.cfeh.com.au

1300 421 960
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